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Synopsis
U.S. refugee resettlement policy badly needs comprehensive review and a major overhaul. Ann Corcoran, whose focus on this issue long has been featured at the "Refugee Resettlement Watch" website, here turns her scholarship to a superb study of how refugees are selected and who decides which refugees and how many come to the U.S., as well as where they are placed and who pays the bills for them. Equally as important, she reveals how collaboration among the UN, U.S. government, local charities, and churches too often puts local communities on the receiving end of refugee resettlement out of that decision-making process. This is a critical and timely look at a program whose impact increasingly is affecting American society across the nation.
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Customer Reviews
What you don’t know about legal—especially refugee—immigration CAN hurt you. In this short, eye-opening book, blogger Ann Corcoran explains how U.S. legal immigration policy, especially the innocuous-sounding Refugee Resettlement Program, potentially threatens every place it touches. The Arabic word for immigration is "Hijra." Hijra is taught as a duty in Islamic doctrine, as another path to achieve the same goal as Jihad: to spread Islam and subdue the unbelievers. Hijra is colonization. It is Jihad without the armed struggle. From the prophet Mohammed to the present, Islamist clerics and intellectuals have used orchestrated immigration as a staged, stealthy weapon against the West. They work to ensure that first small settlements grow up to bear some
strange fruit: “no-go” zones governed by Sharia law, cooption of indifferent Muslims, and placing criminal penalties on even naming the Islamist problem. It is no accident that the UN commission that selects the refugees for the U.S. State Department sends mostly Muslims. Author Corcoran lays out the payoffs that make the system run and the “unintended” consequences for American towns selected by Federal immigration bureaucrats as “welcome” communities. She points to some “pockets of resistance” to the forced resettlement program. Well-researched, comprehensive, and clearly written—her book can help us all wrap our heads around this masked but very real threat.

Every US citizen should read this book. I knew this was going on but did not focus on certain details or have all the information this lays out. We are so focused on the "jihad" type terrorists, that we fail to understand that even though considered peaceful, all Muslims have the same goal, which they think is good. Islam is being promoted in politically correct ways to cater to these people, being brought over as refugees, who do NOT have any intention of assimilating to our culture, laws and constitution. It may take time but they will wait. One has to wonder why the current president has NO problem attacking Christians, but cannot associate terrorism to the Muslim religion. People forget about his Muslim connections from childhood. Why does he have so many Muslims in his administration? This is not the focus of the book, but I am sure he is applauding the "hijra" by the Muslims, which Mohammed commanded them to do to spread Islam. This book is a real eye opener and we better wake up. No other religion demands special treatment as this one does. We offer religious freedom but when one of those religions agenda is to be supreme and eventually oppress the others, they do not deserve that same freedom allowed to the others. This book helps you understand their agenda, how it is being carried out and how it will affect US! I still am not done with it even though it is a small book. It frustrates me with what is going on so I put it down and walk away from it for a while. We are being manipulated in so many ways.

Another excellent work on how the Muslims are using immigration to invade and conquer our country. Get it, read it, and share it with all your friends, family, and coworkers. Also, it would be a good idea to send this book to your senators and congressmen or congresswomen.

The UN is, as usual, anti-American. Their refugee resettlement is run by Muslims to put their people in countries they want to take over. They will not integrate into society but will propagate (1 man with 4 wives is prolific) on welfare at our expense. As their numbers grow, they will demand more Muslim
rights such as sharia law. It is all part of a long term strategy of invasion they call the Hijra.

Very interesting book written by a normal woman concerned about the growth of 'immigrants' in her community. The quest led her to discover some sinister goings on in the US government. Not the greatest 'written' book but the information provided is a must read for anyone concerned with what is happening to our once great country. Excellent book and accomplishment for the Author.

Ann Corcoran is amazing. Her insights and information is invaluable. I highly recommend this as a beginner course or for the already initiated in the sham that is refugee resettlement! Buy on copy for yourself, and another for a friend. Everyone needs to know this stuff. Thank you Ms. Corcoran for doing this!

Short and well written. I've been following immigration issues for a few years, but this book informed me of some things I never read before; like the Islamic idea that MIGRATION is JIHAD.

Factual. Valuable research. Would recommend for everyone to read.
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